Daily Living Resources

During this period, many people are under Stay at Home
or Shelter in Place orders. If you leave your home, you
must maintain social distancing requirements. These
orders and rules have changed the way we do many
tasks such as going to the grocery store, cleaning our
house, working from home, and scheduling our day.
The resources below provide printable materials or website suggestions to help adjust to these
changes.

Resources include:
Daily Schedule
Daily Schedule Example
Daily Schedule Template
Online and Curbside Grocery Shopping
Curbside Grocery Shopping Checklist
In-Store Grocery Shopping
In-Store Grocery Shopping Checklist
Pharmacy Pick-Up Tips
Pharmacy Pick-Up Checklist
Cleaning Tips
Cleaning Checklist
Websites for Daily Living Resources
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Daily Schedule
During this time of adjusting routines and schedules, it can be helpful to set up a daily schedule
for your time spent at home. Use this guide to set up a daily schedule that works for you.

Form – A daily schedule can take many forms:
• Written checklist
• Written in a daily planner or paper calendar
• Digital options like an online calendar or scheduling app

Location – Where will you keep your schedule?:
Find a central location in your home to keep your schedule. This
prevents it from being misplaced. Places where you spend a lot of time
are good options – kitchen, work desk, bedroom.
Use a portable schedule if you feel you need immediate access to it.
Keep it on a clipboard that travels with you throughout the house, or on
your phone for easy access anywhere.
Interaction:
Interact with your schedule to be sure that you are staying on track,
sequencing your activities correctly, and completing each activity. You
can:
• Check off items as you complete them
• Mark off, highlight or erase items
• For schedule apps, swipe, click or mark with a digital check
Activities to Include:
• Self-care activities: meals, medications, hygiene, and exercise
• Household upkeep: clean/disinfect, laundry, meal planning and
prepping
• Caring for others in the home: your partner, children or parents in
the house, a sick person in your house, pets
• Work obligations: scheduled calls, daily tasks as well as regular
breaks
• Leisure time: connecting with others, reading, games/puzzles,
movies, etc.
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Other Considerations:
• Use a timer if you need an additional reminder to check your
schedule or to move on to the next activity.
• Plan ahead: Make time at the end of each day to set your schedule
for tomorrow.
• Schedule across the week: Make sure you plan a time each week to
plan for groceries, pharmacy needs, household chores, connecting
with others.
• Allow for choice when possible: this allows you to make decisions
based on what you are in the mood for.
• Be flexible: It is OK if something needs to change unexpectedly.
Everyone is figuring out how to structure their days at home. It is OK if you
cannot get to it all in one day. Use what you learn each day to adjust
tomorrow’s schedule.
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Daily Schedule Example
Date: Tuesday, March 31, 2020
Complete?
Move to
tomorrow?

Time

Activity

Reminders

8:00

Wake up, morning
routine

Shower, breakfast,
medication



9:00

Work

10 AM call



12:00

Lunch

12:45

Outdoor walk

1:00

Work

Reply to emails

3:00

Break

Free choice

3:30

Work

5:00

Exercise

Treadmill or yoga

6:00

Dinner

Chicken soup

7:00

Social time

Call a friend

8:00

Leisure

TV or puzzle

9:00

Bedtime routine

Brush/floss,
medication, read

10:00

To bed

Set alarm


Walk 20 mins
tomorrow
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Daily Schedule Template
Date:
Time

Activity

Reminders

Complete?
Move to
tomorrow?
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Online and Curbside Grocery Shopping
If you are quarantined for a period of time due to
sickness or exposure to sickness, you are at higher risk,
and/or you prefer not to go to the grocery store, you
could consider online ordering for groceries, especially
from stores with home delivery options. Remember, you
will need a debit or credit card to use most online
grocery services.

Choosing a Store and/or Service:
Choosing a store and/or service:
Check to see if there are stores or services in your area offering online
grocery shopping options
• Do an online search to look for stores near where you live that are
offering online grocery shopping options – you can start by looking
on the websites of your favorite stores or try searching “online
grocery shopping” or “online grocery delivery”
• There may be some changes to online grocery service related to the
Coronavirus, so make sure you look carefully at the websites.
Compare:
Compare the prices and service options for grocery stores to find a
store that may work well for you. You may try a few different stores to
see which one is the best fit for you.
• Cost: The online pick-up and delivery options vary in cost from
store to store. Some offer a flat fee, others have varying fees
based on the order, some require a subscription, and some are
free with minimum order amounts.
• Available products: Some stores may have limitations on which
products can be included in orders, especially during the
Coronavirus pandemic. For example, some stores may not sell
high demand items like toilet paper or disinfectant spray.
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Compare (continued):
• Item substitution: Stores will often substitute items if something is
not available. See what the rules are for item substitution, and if
you are concerned, make sure the store has a place to enter
information about substitution preferences for items.
• Website or App: You may be able to place orders on websites
and/or apps. If you need an app to place an order, make sure the
app will work with your phone.
• Pick-up & Delivery: Stores may offer in-store pick-up, curbside
delivery and/or home delivery. Consider which options will work
best for you and find a store that offers that option.
• Service: Some stores use an in-house service. Other stores use
an outside service (like Instacart) for online grocery orders. Look
for reviews on the online grocery service
Create an account:
Once you decide on a store to try, set up an account on the website or
download the app.
• Pick a username (can often be your email) and a password that you
will remember.
• If there are options to enter your phone number, that may be helpful
as many stores have text messaging options for reminders.
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Before You Get Started:
Make a shopping list:
• It is important to think ahead about what items you need for meals
and snacks that you plan to eat. Also, do not forget to consider
other household items that you may need like toilet paper, tissues,
toothpaste, etc.
• During the Coronavirus pandemic, it is better to shop less frequently
than usual, so consider items that will last longer and buy enough
food for 2 or 3 weeks at a time. This may mean buying at least some
frozen or canned fruits and vegetables, rather than only fresh
produce.
Delivery or Curbside?:
Decide if delivery or curbside pick up will work best for you. If you are
doing curbside pick-up, think about how you will get to the store.
• Remember, if you are quarantined because you are sick or may
have been exposed to COVID-19, delivery may be the only option
for you. If the stores do not offer delivery, you could do curbside
pick-up if you have a friend, family member, or neighbor who is
healthy and able to pick up the groceries for you.
• If you can do curbside pick-up, decide how you will get to the
store. Some options are to drive yourself, ride a bike, or walk.
o Remember, if you are riding a bike or walking, you need to
think about ordering fewer groceries to make sure you can
carry all the bags.
o If you normally use a ride service or public transportation
to get to the grocery store, it may currently be safer to try
to find a delivery service or find someone else to pick up
your groceries. However, if you need to use a ride service
or public transportation, make sure to use with caution.
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Steps for Online Shopping:
Select a store:
Choose which store you will use (see above for tips) and sign-in online or
on the app
• If the store/service offers multiple ways to order groceries, try using
a computer and the app to see which one is the easiest for you to
use.
Select a pick-up or delivery time:
• Pick-ups and deliveries often need to be scheduled 4 or more
hours ahead of time, but during the Coronavirus pandemic may
need to be scheduled several days or even a week ahead of time.
• If the available times do not work for you, you could try a
different store to see if they have more options.
Pick items to put in the online shopping cart:
• Remember to plan ahead (see notes in Before You Get Started
section above and other resources)
• Add notes on items if you have specific requests (like asking for
bananas that are less ripe) or notes about substitutions (only
wanting a certain brand of cereal).
Check the items in your cart:
• Make sure that you have the correct items and number of each
item in your online cart.
• Review the total cost. If there is a minimum amount to spend for
pick-up or delivery, make sure you meet the requirement.

Place the order:
• Make sure the order is submitted – sometimes there are several
steps before the order is finalized.
• Have your credit card ready if it is not already programmed into the
app.
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Set a reminder:
Put a reminder for the pick-up or delivery time on your phone or
calendar
• Many stores/services may offer automatic reminders as well, but
it is helpful to have an additional reminder set by you.
• If you are picking up, make sure to set the reminder with enough
time to get to the store.
For Pick-up Only:
Go to the location at the correct time.
• Make sure to bring your phone (for letting the store know you are
there) and your credit card and ID (for any verification needed at
pick-up).
• The store will usually have directions on the website or app about
the specific pick-up location and what signs to look for. Some
stores have a lane to pull up near the store, other stores have a
specific parking space, and some stores may have in-store pick up
only.
Let the store know you are there.
• There is usually some way to let the store know that you are there –
either through the app, text messaging, or a phone.
Get the groceries.
For Delivery Only:
Listen for the doorbell or text-notification that your groceries have
arrived and bring them inside.
• If you see the delivery person arriving, make sure to let them drop
the bags outside. Maintain 6-feet of social distancing during
drop-off. Some delivery services may ask that you wait until the
delivery person is back in the car before you get your groceries.
• Get the groceries.
Tips:
Tipping policies vary by store and service. Many stores do not allow you to
tip the person, but other stores either do not have a clear policy or may
allow tips. Delivery services are often more likely to allow tips, but that
also varies. Make sure you know the tipping policy.
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Once the Groceries are in Your Home:

Wash your hands:
Remember to wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds
after you have brought your groceries inside.

Wipe off cans and boxes:
Before putting your grocery items away, wipe off any cans and boxed
items with a disinfectant/sanitizing wipe.

Collect bags:
Put the grocery bags in a sealed container outside to return to store at
your next trip.

Clean surfaces:
After wiping off your groceries, clean your counters and any areas
where you placed the grocery bags and new groceries.

Wash your hands again:
Remember to wash your hands with soap and water again for at least 20
seconds.
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Problem Solving:

Problem

Potential Solution

The store does
not have all the
items on my list.

Sometimes a store may not have an item or a specific brand of an item that
you would like to buy. Consider if there is a different item for you to buy.
For example, you usually buy sliced cheese, but the store does not have
any. If you really need cheese, you can try buying a block of cheese or a
different type of cheese. If you do not want to buy a different item or
brand, you can go try a different store/service for online shopping to see if
they have the item you want or you will need to wait until your next order
to see if the item becomes available.

I do not like the
substitutions
that the grocery
store/service
made.

This is a hard part about online shopping. If you do not like one of the
substitutions, there are often ways to communicate that to the store or
service. There may not be a way to change the substitution this time, but
many stores/services learn from the feedback you provide and hopefully
will not make a similar substitution in the future. Also, keep in mind that
you can often put notes for specific items if you do not want a substitute.

I can’t figure out
how to use my
coupons.

Some stores accept electronic coupons and others do not. Look for a
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) section for online ordering or the app to
see if and how you can use coupons. If you often use paper coupons, you
may want to start looking for electronic coupons, which are more
commonly accepted for online shopping.
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Helpful Websites Related to Grocery Shopping:

Pros, Cons, and Tips for Curbside
Grocery Pick-Up

Summary of Grocery Pick-Up Tips

https://mommyconvos.com/curbside
-grocery-pickup-pros-cons-tips4success/

https://thekrazycouponlady.com/tips
/family/grocery-pickup-curbsidechart

Tips and Tricks for Grocery Shopping
Online (USA Today)

What to Know Before You Try
Grocery Pickup

https://www.usatoday.com/story/tec https://money.usnews.com/money/bl
h/reviewedcom/2020/04/10/tipsogs/my-money/articles/what-toand-tricks-grocery-shopping-online- know-before-you-try-grocery-pickup
during-coronaviruspandemic/5130942002/
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Curbside Grocery Shopping Checklist
Before you shop online…
Date
Make a grocery list
Select a store
Select curbside pick-up
Shop online…
Select items to put in your cart
Review cart
Place your order (checkout and pay)
Put reminder in your phone/calendar for
pick-up time
Before you go to the store…
Wait for confirmation that your order is
ready to be picked up
Plan to pick up at the correct time
Take a face covering
Take hand sanitizer (if you have some)
At the store…
Follow signs to curbside pick-up
Follow the store’s directions for letting
them know that you are there
Wear a face covering
Stay at least 6 feet from others
Load groceries into car (or let the clerk
load)
Tip the clerk if appropriate
Sanitize hands
When you get home…
Wash your hands
Wipe off cans/boxes
Wipe off counters and areas where bags
were
Keep bags outside to recycle later
Wash hands again
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In-Store Grocery Shopping
Before making plans for in-store grocery shopping,
check with your local store to be sure they still allow
customers inside. Right now, many stores only have
curbside pick-up or delivery options. If in-store
shopping is not an option, see our Online and Curbside
Grocery Shopping. If you are sick and there are grocery
items that you need, DO NOT go to the grocery store. Ask a friend or family member to go for
you or see if your grocery store delivers items to your home.

Before You Go to the Store:
Make a list of items you need:
• Using a list can reduce the amount of time you are in the store and
around others
• Include enough items on your list to last you for at least 2-3 weeks

Go during low peak hours:
• Search the store name and location (address or city and state) in
Google to see what days/times the store is not too busy
• Choose a day and time to go to the store when the store has a
low wait time

Take a face covering/mask:
• Wearing a face covering or mask may help to limit the spread of
germs
• See the How to Make Your Own Face Covering video from CDC to
learn how to make a face covering if you don’t have one
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Take hand sanitizer or disinfectant/sanitizing wipes:
• Hand sanitizer and wipes can be used to clean your hands and
the grocery store cart handle to limit the spread of germs
• If you do not have sanitizer or wipes – see the Issues/Problems
section of this resource
Be prepared to wait in line to enter the store:
• Some stores are limiting the number of customers that can be in the
store at one time. You may have to wait in line outside of the store
for a period of time.
• Remember to dress for the weather since you may have to wait
outside before entering the store (for example – if it is chilly, take a
jacket or sweater; if it is raining or it may rain, take an umbrella)
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At the Store:
Wear a face covering/mask:
• Wear the face covering during your entire shopping trip – even
while waiting in line inside and outside the store
• Remove the mask after you have once returned to your car and
loaded your groceries

Clean the cart handle:
• Use a disinfectant/sanitizing wipe to clean the cart handle
• Some stores will clean the cart handle before giving you the cart

Practice social distancing:
Stay at least 6 feet away from others while in the grocery store aisles and
while standing in line

Follow visuals in store:
• Some stores have arrows for the direction you should go down
an aisle
• Some stores have tape on the floor to tell you where to stand
while waiting to enter the store or to check out

If you can, pay with a card or payment app:
Using a debit card, credit card, or a payment app such as Apple Pay or
Google pay to pay for your groceries limits the number of items you and
the cashier need to touch

Use hand sanitizer:
After you load your groceries in your car and remove your mask, use
hand sanitizer
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Once the Groceries are in Your Home:

Wash your hands:
Remember to wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds
after you have brought your groceries inside.

Wipe off cans and boxes:
Before putting your grocery items away, wipe off any cans and boxed
items with a disinfectant/sanitizing wipe.

Collect bags:
Put the grocery bags in a sealed container outside to return to store at
your next trip.

Clean surfaces:
After wiping off your groceries, clean your counters and any areas
where you placed the grocery bags and new groceries.

Wash your hands again:
Remember to wash your hands with soap and water again for at least 20
seconds.
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Problem Solving:

Problem

Potential Solution

I do not have
disinfectant/
sanitizing wipes.

It can be hard to find disinfectant/sanitizing wipes at the stores, since so
many people need them right now. If you do not have any wipes, it is
okay. Many stores have wipes for customers to use to wipe of their cart
handles or they may wipe the handles for you. If you have hand sanitizer,
you can put some on the cart handle. If there are no wipes available to
wipe the cart at the store, use the cart and remember to wash your hands
when you get home.

I do not have
hand sanitizer.

Many stores have sold out of hand sanitizer. If you do not have hand
sanitizer to take with you to the grocery store, it is okay. Just remember to
try not to touch your face while you are out and wash your hands as soon
as you get home.

I want to use my
reusable bags.

To limit the spread of germs, some stores are not allowing customers to
use reusable bags. Check with store (call before you go or ask when you
get to the store) to see if you can use your reusable bags. If you are not
allowed to use your reusable bags, use the bags the store has – paper or
plastic. If you are allowed to use your reusable bags, remember to clean
your reusable bags when you get home.

The store does
not have all the
items on my list.

Sometimes a store may not have an item or a specific brand of an item that
you would like to buy. Consider if there is a different item for you to buy.
For example, you usually buy large brown eggs, but the store does not
have any. If you really need eggs, you can try buying white eggs instead if
those are available and affordable. If you do not want to buy a different
item or brand, you can go to another store to see if they have the item you
want or you will need to wait until your next grocery store trip to see if the
item becomes available.

I do not have a
debit or credit
card and I do not
use payment
apps.

Some people only buy things with cash. If you do not have a debit or
credit card and do not use payment apps, it is okay to pay for your
groceries with cash.
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Helpful Websites Related to Grocery Shopping:

How to Shop for Groceries during the
COVID-19 Pandemic

No, You Don't Need to Disinfect Your
Groceries. But Here's How to Shop
Safely

https://www.livescience.com/corona
virus-grocery-shopping-guide.html

https://www.npr.org/sections/healthshots/2020/04/12/832269202/noyou-dont-need-to-disinfect-yourgroceries-but-here-s-to-shop-safely

Running Essential Errands: Shopping
for Food and Other Household
Essentials

Shopping for Food During the
COVID-19 Pandemic - Information
for Consumers

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/20
19-ncov/daily-life-coping/essentialgoods-services.html

https://www.fda.gov/food/foodsafety-duringemergencies/shopping-food-duringcovid-19-pandemic-informationconsumers
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In-Store Grocery Shopping Checklist
Before you go…

Date

Make a grocery list
Check store’s low peak days and
hours
Take a face covering
Take disinfectant/sanitizing wipes
and hand sanitizer (if you have
some)
Dress for the weather
At the store…
Wear a face covering
Clean the cart handle (with wipes or
sanitizer)
Stay at least 6 feet from others
Follow arrows on the floor when
going down aisles
Follow signs or visuals when
waiting in line
Pay with a debit/credit card
-OR- payment app (if you have one)
Sanitize hands after shopping
When you get home…
Wash your hands
Wipe off cans/boxes
Wipe off counters and areas where
bags were
Keep bags outside to recycle later
Wash hands again
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Pharmacy Pick-Up Tips
Due to COVID-19, it is important for individuals with
underlying health conditions to either reduce trips to
the store or rely solely on store pickup or delivery
services. Picking up your prescription at the pharmacy
may take more planning to help you make the change to
store pickup or delivery services. Below are things to
consider when talking to your doctor or pharmacist
about pharmacy pickup.

 Ask your doctor or pharmacist if you can order your medication(s) online or have them
delivered.

 Some insurance companies allow (and even encourage) home or mail delivery of
medications. Discuss this option with your doctor or pharmacist.

 Ask your pharmacist if you can have a 3-month supply of medication to reduce trips to the
pharmacy.

 Many drugstores offer delivery services. This is a great option if you cannot have your
medications delivered. If your preferred store does not offer delivery it may be worth
checking with a local store close to your house to see if they offer this service.

 If you need to pick up your prescription at the pharmacy, select a time to go to the
pharmacy that will be less busy. Use the drive-through window if possible. If you have to
go inside, wear a mask. Remember to maintain social distance inside the pharmacy (stay 6
feet away from others). Use a credit card or app to pay for medication (avoid cash if
possible). Wash your hands when you return home for at least 20 seconds.

 Also, double check to make sure you have over-the counter medications and supplies like
a thermometer in working order at home.
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Pharmacy Pick-Up Checklist
Before you go…

Date

Make a list of needed items
Call ahead to refill or order items online
Plan to pick-up during non-peak hours
Take a face covering
Take disinfectant/sanitizing wipes and
hand sanitizer (if you have some)
At the drive-thru (use when possible) …
Pay with a debit/credit card
-OR- payment app (if you have one)
Sanitize hands after taking the medication
and paying
At the store (only if necessary) …
Wear a face covering
Clean the cart handle (with wipes or
sanitizer)
Stay at least 6 feet from others
Follow arrows on the floor when going
down aisles
Follow signs or visuals when waiting in
line
Pay with a debit/credit card
-OR- payment app (if you have one)
Sanitize hands after shopping
When you get home…
Wash your hands
Remove and throw away outer packaging
Wipe off bottles/boxes
Wipe off counters and areas where bags
were
Keep bags outside to recycle later
Wash hands again
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Cleaning Tips
Cleaning surfaces that are touched regularly is recommended to help remove germs. Cleaning
helps to lower the number of germs and reduces risk of spreading infection.

Cleaning Supplies:

Soap and water are recommended to remove the virus from surfaces.

Bleach is a disinfectant and is effective at killing the virus. Only use
bleach if:
 It is NOT expired.
 It says, “intended for disinfection.”
 It is mixed with water (4 teaspoons bleach per quart of water).
 You can open windows in your home.
 It is NOT mixed with any other cleaning product.

A bucket and rags are helpful.

You can use gloves while you clean if you choose.

Adapted from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/preventgetting-sick/disinfecting-your-home.html
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Problem Solving:

Problem

Potential Solution

I do not
have cleaning
supplies.

It can be hard to find disinfectant at the stores, since so many people need
it right now. If you do not have any disinfectant, it is okay. The first step is
to use soap and warm water and soap is still available at stores. If you
cannot disinfect after cleaning, that is okay. Focus on cleaning high touch
surfaces (door handles, counter tops, drawers and cabinets, stair rails)
once per day.

I do not have
gloves to use
when I am
cleaning.

Many stores have sold out of gloves. If you do not have gloves to use it is
okay. Just remember to try not to touch your face while you are cleaning
and wash your hands as soon as you are done.

How do I clean if
someone in my
house has
COVID-19?

If someone in the home is ill, that person should stay in specific room and
away from other people in the home as much as possible. You can provide
cleaning supplies to an ill person so they can clean and disinfect the
room(s) they are using. If you must share a bathroom then it should be
cleaned and disinfected after each use by someone who is ill. Do not share
a trashcan and consider using disposable food service items.

Helpful Websites Related to Cleaning:

Cleaning and Disinfecting Your Home

Cleaning and Disinfection for
Households

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/20
19-ncov/prevent-gettingsick/disinfecting-your-home.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/20
19-ncov/prevent-gettingsick/cleaning-disinfection.html
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Cleaning Checklist
Date
Each day use soap and warm water to wipe high touch surfaces. These include:
Tables where you eat
Doorknobs you use often
Light switches you use often
Countertops
Handles (cabinets, drawers) you use often
Toilets
Faucets
Sink
Next, wipe down your phone, computer mouse, tablet, remote control, and keyboard.
Turn off and unplug your devices.
Get a dry cloth (microfiber or anything
soft that will not scratch your device will
work).
Put a very small amount of soap and
warm water on your cloth and wipe your
device.
Dry the device with another cloth.
If you have bleach mixed with water (see above) or approved disinfectants (Clorox or Lysol
wipes/spray that says “disinfectant”), you can use these next on high touch surfaces after
cleaning.
Spray/wipe the disinfectant on the
surface.
Leave the solution on the surface for 1
minute.
Note: Open windows if using bleach and
close them after disinfecting.
Wipe the solution off the surface with a
damp rag after it sits for 1 minute.
Other cleaning
Clean carpet with soap and water
Wash linens and clothing
Clean clothing hamper
Wash hands after cleaning
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Websites About Daily Living Resources
Resource

Description

Autism Society
of Minnesota
Guide to
Managing the
Quarantine
and SelfDistancing

Online guide that can be
downloaded and printed https://ausm.org/images/docs/PandemicGuidef
with information on
orASDAdults2020.pdf
developing schedules

Autism Society
of America
Toolkit

Autism Society
of America
Toolkit

Access

Online toolkit for
COVID-19 with
information on
modifying schedules
and lifestyle supports
(community living, food
and nutrition, and loss
wages)
Online toolkit for
COVID-19 with
information on
modifying schedules
and lifestyle supports
(community living, food
and nutrition, and loss
wages)

Modifying Schedules: https://www.autismsociety.org/COVID-modifying-routines/

Lifestyle supports: https://www.autismsociety.org/COVID-lifestyle-supports/
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